
A Classi�ation of PLC Models and AppliationsAngelika Mader�University of NijmegenThe Netherlandsmader�s.kun.nlAbstratIn the past years there is an inreasing interest in analysing PLC appliations withformal methods. The �rst step to this end is to get formal models of PLC appliations.Meanwhile, various models for PLCs have already been introdued in the literature.In our paper we disuss several lassi�ation riteria that haraterise di�erent ways ofmodelling. The riteria inlude the PLC exeution mehanism, the treatment of timeand language fragments used. We try to motivate by examples whih models are usefulfor whih lass of appliations. Finally, we briey reet on a number of models fromthe literature aording to the riteria disussed.1 MotivationProgrammable Logi Controllers (PLCs) are applied to a wide range of ontrol tasks, fromindustrial plants to toys, from milking mahines to storm surge barriers, from elevators tohousehold applianes. Many of their appliations are safety ritial, suh as traÆ ontrolsystems or hemial plants, or in an eonomial sense ritial, where osts quikly get out ofhand, e.g. for shutting down a fatory, or repliation of a bug in many thousands of opiesof a ar-ontroller.In general, our sienti� goal is to provide methods and tools that support e�etive veri�-ation of PLC appliations. A �rst step here is �nding suitable models for PLC programsand ontrolled environments that allow for formal reasoning.Initially, PLCs were haraterised by a very simple arhiteture and program exeutionmehanism. Nowadays, all kinds of \modern" features like multitasking and interruptset., an also be found in PLCs. Suh features inrease omplexity of a formal treatment.Moreover, in most ases programs have to be written in one of the languages of the standardIEC 1131-3 [15℄. From a theoretial point of view these languages su�er from ambiguities,ad-ho features, and a lak of semantis (see also [20℄, [26℄, [6℄). Under these onditions,when trying to �nd formal models it is ruial to hoose the simplest exeution mehanismand language fragment that are suÆient for the appliation in mind very arefully.We try to lassify PLC models following a few riteria that ontrast PLC appliationsfrom usual IT appliations: the exeution mehanism, the use of timers, and programming�Supported by a NWO postdo grant and in the framework of the EC projet VHS1



language fragments. The usefulness of the riteria is shown by examples of a number of PLCappliations.Our goal is to obtain a lassi�ation of PLC appliations. For eah lass of appliations itis desirable to �nd the best model, meaning the model where most eÆient tool support forformal analysis is available.After an introdution to PLCs we disuss riteria that distinguish PLC models and giveexamples for lasses of appliations that an be modelled. Finally, we review some paperswith respet to the riteria desribed.2 Programmable Logi ControllersThe hardware of a PLC (see �gure 1) onsists of a CPU that is miroproessor based, amemory, input- and output-points where signals an be reeived, e.g. from swithes andsensors, and sent to atuators, e.g. to motors or valves.
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Figure 1: Arhiteture of Programmable Logi ControllerUsually, a PLC is equipped with an operating system that allows to load and run programsand perform self-heks. Programs for PLCs are developed and ompiled on external devies.
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Figure 2: Exeution Mode of a Programmable Logi ControllerThe main di�erene to onventional systems is the operation mode illustrated in �gure 2:PLC programs are exeuted in a permanent loop. In eah iteration of the loop, ommonlyalled a san yle, input is read, the program omputes a new internal state and output, andthe output is updated. There exists an upper time bound for eah yle, whih typially is inthe order of milli-seonds and depends on the size of the program. It is this yli behaviourthat makes PLCs suitable for ontrol tasks and interation with a ontinuous environment.In this paper, when speaking about one program exeution we subsume the initial i/o-phase,if not stated otherwise.There exist di�erent programming languages for PLCs. They have been designed with amain emphasis on appliability, eah intended for a spei� appliation domain, and based onthe bakground of the ontrol engineers who use them. One example is Ladder Diagrams,whih are still being heavily used, and losely resemble the diagrams of traditional relaylogi. From a omputer siene perspetive some of these programming languages lag behindseveral generations of development in programming methodology.In order to ahieve more onformity of the di�erent PLC programming languages the stan-dard IEC 1131-3 [15℄ was developed. However, it provides no formal semantis, whih makespreise reasoning impossible.It is to be expeted that in several appliation areas PLCs will be replaed by PCs in thefuture. However, the main priniples suh as a yli operation mode and the use of timerswill be maintained. Therefore, onsiderations about PLCs in fat apply to a larger lass ofsystems, whih we all polling real-time systems.3 Classi�ation of PLC ModelsWe disuss three, orthogonal riteria:1. to what extent and how the yli operation mode is modelled;2. the use of timers;3. programming language fragments. 3



We haraterise the resulting lasses and give examples.Of ourse, there are more lassi�ation riteria for models and appliations: e.g. the desiredorretness property plays a role; if only safety, but no real-time aspets are relevant thenthere is no need for a real-time model.3.1 Modelling the san yleThe �rst riterion is to what extent the san yles are modelled. In general, a programon a PLC is exeuted ylially as desribed in setion 2. However, when doing only statiprogram analysis the ylial exeution is not of interest: models have to take only a singleprogram exeution into aount. They are disussed in setion 3.1.1. The most \realisti"way of modelling PLCs is to build the ylial exeution into the model equipped with somereal-time information about the duration of eah yle. This possibility is disussed in 3.1.2as expliit san yles. In some ases, the preise duration of a san yle is not of interest,but the yli behaviour is. In that ase, the real-time information of 3.1.2 is not neessary.This will be disussed in setion 3.1.3 as impliit san yles. Finally, when the environmentis muh slower than the san yle length we an use models where program exeution isinstantaneously. This is disussed in setion 3.1.4 as abstrating from san yles.In general, PLCs are embedded systems, and orretness of suh systems onerns the in-teration between a ontroller and its environment. Therefore, a omposition of two modelshas to be analysed: one models the PLC with its program and one models the environment.The di�erent ways of modelling san yles haraterise the abstration levelsaton whihenvironment and PLC are omposed.13.1.1 Models without san yleProgram models that do not onsider the san yle are mainly intended for stati pro-gram analysis. They are not omposed together with an environment model. Typially,the models do not inlude real time. The properties that an be investigated based onsuh models are, e.g., data-independene between parallel omponents, safe struture ofprograms, unreahable ode, et. Moreover, it an be heked whether a program onformsto some programming guidelines. It is reasonable to restrit formal analysis only to well-onstruted programs, i.e. not every syntaially orret program, but programs using aertain programming disipline.3.1.2 Models with expliit san yleUsually, for eah program exeution there are a lower and an upper time bound. The lowertime bound results from the time needed for update of input and output and the self-heksof the operation system. The upper time bound depends on the longest exeution path inthe program. Under these assumptions it is important that we do not onsider interrupts:they make it diÆult to predit the duration of a san yle.Modelling the san yle expliitly means that in the model eah san yle is fored to taketime that is between the lower and upper time bound. It is even more preise to assign a1From another point of view, it also desribes the underlying data-ow model, whih may be disrete orontinuous. 4



duration to eah instrution of the program. Short exeution paths are then modelled withshort exeution times and long exeution paths with long times. The set of timed exeutionsis restrited in omparison to the lower and upper bound approah. Clearly, all the modelsused here must have the possibility to express real-time properties.In general, suh models are very lose to \reality". They are useful, when preise timingbehaviour is relevant. An example of this is asynhronous ommuniation, where one PLCsends a signal that has to be read by another PLC. The sending PLC must take are thatthe signal is stable long enough to be read by the reeiving PLC. For the sending PLC, thelower time bound is relevant, and for the reeiving its upper time bound of the san ylelength. Of ourse, two di�erent PLCs have independent san yles.Another possible use of suh a model is a preise analysis of delays that are aused by theyli operation mode. For example, for a very simple program imitating a kithen alarm,that ideally is started at some point (input rises) and should ring (output rises) after thespei�ed alarm time. The analysis of the timing behaviour in suh a model of a PLC showedthat in the worst ase there are 5 san yles in addition to the alarm time [19℄.For some examples (as in the asynhronous ommuniation example above) this may berelevant. For other examples, delays of this magnitude an easily be abstrated away. In anyase, when abstrating from suh delays, one has to give arguments why this is reasonable.The basis of suh an argument must be the order of magnitude of time delays of the PLCompared to that of the timing requirements of the ontrolled environment.In this sense a model with expliit san yle also an be useful as a referene point for lessre�ned models.3.1.3 Models with impliit san yleBy an impliit san yle we mean that the ylial behaviour is modelled, but the durationof eah san yle is not onsidered.We onsider the following examples:1. For older PLCs it is the ase that eah program exeution takes exatly the sametime. There is a program memory for a �xed number of instrutions that are allexeuted in eah san yle. For shorter programs the remaining spae is �lled withskip-instrutions.2. In modern PLCs a similar behaviour an be found: an alternative program exeutionmode to the ylial one as desribed above is a periodial exeution mode. There, theprogram exeution is started periodially with �xed time intervals (where the intervalshould be longer than one program exeution).3. For some appliations only worst-ase behaviour is relevant, in the sense that onlymaximal delays ould do harm. The worst ase assumption is then that eah sanyle takes maximal time. The analysis of the worst ase then an be done on a modelwith �xed san yle time of maximal length.4. A typial operation mode of PLCs is that there are several programs running in par-allel on one PLC. In this ase the exeution mehanism of the parallel programs issynhronous, i.e. in eah san yle eah program is exeuted one. For the analysis5



of the behaviour of the synhronous exeution the length of eah san yle is irrele-vant. Certainly, synhronous model approahes are well suited to analyse this kind ofappliations.For these examples the impliit-san assumption an be applied only if the program exeutionis onsidered alone without ombining it with an environment model. If the behaviour ofPLC and environment has to be analysed, then the environment model has to ontain anexpliit lok tik at whih it synhronises with the program. For examples (1)-(3) abovethis lok tik is in �xed time intervals, in ase (4) the time between lok tik may possiblyvary.3.1.4 Models that abstrat from san ylesBy abstrating from san yles we mean that in a model /o-phase and program exeutiontake plae in zero time. With this assumption in fat time-ontinuous ontrollers2 are mod-elled, as represented, e.g., by the \old" hard-wired ontrollers. PLCs are an approximationof time-ontinuous ontrollers.Many appliations are \slow" in omparison to the PLC yle time; the environment annotdistinguish between an ideal, time-ontinuous ontroller and a PLC with its san yles. Inthese ases we an model the PLC by the ideal time-ontinuous ontroller that it shouldapproximate.The appliations we onsider are, e.g., in hemial industry. There, delays resulting fromthe ylial program exeution mode are not relevant: if a solution has reahed the or-ret temperature, it does not make a real di�erene whether the heater is swithed o� 15milliseonds earlier or later; the environment is very slow in omparison to the ontrollingPLC.In suh ases we an abstrat from the san yle time, meaning that in a model a PLCsan yle an be assumed to be exeuted instantaneously, i.e. with exeution time zero.Without further assumptions zero exeution time would allow for Zeno-behaviour, i.e. in-�nitely many program exeutions within a �xed time interval. There are several possibilitiesfor solving this problem:1. Programs are exeuted in ertain time intervals, possibly of variable length. Theresulting models are then similar to the ones of setions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. One di�ereneappears in ombination with timers: a timer an give a timeout between the start ofa program exeution and termination, whih ould give some behaviour that annotbe modelled with the zero exeution time assumption.2. Another possibility is to exeute a program every time when the environment hangesthe input signals, or more preisely when a hange in the input is observable for thePLC. In this ase the non-Zeno-ness of the environment guarantees the non-Zeno-nessof program exeution. For this approah timer onstrutions have to be onsideredarefully: also a (possible) timeout has to enfore a program exeution. It is the asethat not the full set of PLC programs an be modelled by this approah: programs2We hose the name time-ontinuous ontroller to ontrast with what ontrol-theorists de�ne as ontin-uous ontrollers. We rather mean the opposite of what ontrol-theorists understand by disrete ontrollers.6



that an produe di�erent outputs for two subsequent alls with same input annotbe modelled.3. Examples from hemial plant ontrol provide the following observation: after swith-ing on some atuator (e.g. opening a valve) the program often simply waits until thesensor data tell that the environment reahed a new state (e.g. tank is full). Duringthe waiting time the program only heks that the onditions for ontinuation arenot yet satis�ed and therefore output remains unhanged. In suh a ase a programexeution is only neessary if the environment hanges in a way that the onditionsfor program ontinuation are satis�ed.3.2 Use of TimersThere are models that allow to model timers, many of the models do not. Basially, thereare two reasons to use timers. They an be haraterised as follows.1. The duration of an output signal is ontrolled, i.e. an output signal has to be stablefor a ertain time. The easiest example here is a ashing signal indiating a ritialproess for human users.2. A timer as a substitute for inomplete knowledge of the environment, suh as ould beprovided by extra sensors. I.e., a timer substitutes an input signal. This is ertainlythe most important use of timers. E.g., in a hemial plant a valve is opened and theproess ontinues after the subsequent tank is full; either a sensor an indiate thatthe tank is full (losed loop ontrol) or experiene tells that after a some time thetank is ertainly full and the proess just waits for that time before it ontinues (openloop ontrol). In this sense a �lling level sensor an be substituted by a timer. Thissolution is often hosen, when sensors are too expensive or not available. (Note thatthis observation is also appliable for other ases: also in protools time-outs substitutethe knowledge that e.g. the ommuniation partner has not reeived a message.)For both lasses there are appliations where the use of timers an be avoided. In the �rstase it might be suÆient to ount san yles and multiply them by the lower yle timebound 3. In the seond ase the ontrolled environment may be fully equipped with sensorsand timers are not needed 4.It is obvious that models not treating timers an be useful for a big lass of appliations.Furthermore, the intended orretness properties are also relevant: many properties aretime-independent.3.3 Language Fragments3.3.1 Booleans and Integers vs. RealsIn the PLC languages of the standard types as Booleans, Integers and Reals are available.For many ontrol tasks Reals are not neessary: if some sensor data reah a threshold then3Note that this ollides with the approah of setion 3.1.4.4However, they an be useful for error detetion, when omparing expeted proessing time and sensordata. 7



some atuators are set on or o�. Moreover, real number omputations often ost muh timeand there is a trend to remove ostly real number omputations from a PLC to a PC (thatommuniates with the PLC) in order to keep the san yle within preditable bounds.Therefore it is reasonable to investigate the lass of programs, where the basi data-typesare Booleans (and Integers).3.3.2 Languages of the StandardHere, we briey omment on the languages of the standard [15℄. For ritial disussions wealso refer to [20℄, [26℄, and [6℄.PLCs are built by many di�erent manufaturers. Many of them used to de�ne their ownprogramming languages. The intention of the standard was to bring onformity in theonfusing variety of languages. The standard ontains �ve di�erent languages:� Instrution List (IL), an assembly-like language,� Strutured Text (ST), whih is similar to Pasal,� Ladder Diagrams (LD), a graphial language for Relay Ladder Logi, that, in the �rstplae, is a notation for Boolean expressions,� Funtion Blok Diagrams (FBD), a graphial language, representing the data-owdesribed,� Sequential Funtion Charts (SFC), whih is a meta-language that allows to put aPetri-Net related struture on top of one of the other languages. It is inspired by theFrenh formalism Grafet.Beside providing onformity, a standard should also be aepted by a large number of man-ufaturers. This happens only, if the step between their traditional programming environ-ments and the ones provided by the standard is not too big. Therefore, the standard hasalso a olleting funtion. A sensible restrition of language onstruts and a sharp de�-nition of semantis of the languages would simply throw several brands out of the game.As a onsequene, these topis are not addressed by the standard on purpose. However,this reates bad onditions for a formal treatment of the languages. From the theoretiians'point of view the languages (to di�erent extent) are overloaded with onstrutions that arenot at all neessary for expressiveness. Instead, some of them introdue non-trivial semantiambiguities. On the other hand, there is a preise, but un-implementable semantis. Anexample are the timers: there is a preise de�nition based on a ontinuous data-ow model.It annot and does not translate to any implementation as spei�ed, beause every PLC onlyapproximates a ontinuous ontrol.In this situation our onlusions are:� It does not make sense to give semantis to a full language.� When trying to formally analyse PLC programs then it is essential to arefully seletthe fragments of languages that are treated.8



� It is useful to develop programming guidelines and a programming disipline, thatrestrit the lass of programs that should be veri�ed. Even in a de�ned language frag-ment it is not desirable to be able to verify every thinkable (and possibly unstrutured)program.� Programming methodologies are useful for program development that supports veri�-ation.However, when onsidering only language fragments, this should be in the �rst plae hori-zontal restrition. What is ertainly neessary, is to integrate di�erent languages into oneformal approah: many PLC programs are (and have to be) written in more than one lan-guage. In a typial ase, a program struture is given in SFC, the transition onditions areBoolean expressions written in ST, and the ations attahed to eah step may be in IL.3.3.3 Feature FragmentsInitially, PLCs were haraterised by a very easy and also stable operation mode, as desribedin setion 2. Nowadays, all sorts of modern features also an be found in PLCs: multi-tasking, interrupts and event-handling, wathdogs, various exeution modes and more. Fromthe theoretial point of view, these features inrease omplexity in a way that makes formalanalysis diÆult. The natural onsequene is to restrit the appliations to those not makinguse of \ompliated" features. E.g., a non-restrited number of interrupts an inrease thesan-yle length in a way that the yle length gets unpreditable. In extreme ases theyan lead to an alarm of a wathdog leading to other interrupts, whih altogether makes theorret behaviour of the ontroller diÆult to guarantee.On the other hand, there may be ases,where interrupts are neessary: e.g. the unfolding ofthe air-bag in a ar has to happen as soon as possible, without delay of even one san yle.In suh a ase interrupts are ertainly sensible, and an be treated formally, if we allow onlyfor a restrited number of interrupts within one san yle.Therefore, in order to ontribute to real appliations also more omplex features have tobe investigated. Here, the same holds as for the programming languages: the features usedshould be well-hosen and restrited in their appliation. Furthermore, it would be usefulto haraterise the kind of restrition that still allows for formal treatment.4 Existing ModelsThe intention of this setion is to look loser at some PLC models published, omparingthem with the riteria above, and see what tools are available to support veri�ation. Thissurvey does not in any sense pretend to be omplete, but is hopefully useful as a guide topresent approahes. The order of the list is insigni�ant. A di�erent survey an be found in[23℄.� In [19℄ a timed automaton semantis is given to Instrution List. The language frag-ment does not ontain funtion and funtion blok alls. Timers, i.e. of type TON,an be modelled. Variables are restrited to Booleans. The san yle is modelledexpliitly, with lower and upper time bound.9



Based on this work a tool was developed whih is desribed in [29℄. It translates ILprograms to timed automata. The IL programs onsidered there also allow integers asvariable types. The resulting timed automata are represented in the format as usedby the model heker UPPAAL [4℄. The environment also has to be modelled as timedautomaton synhronising with the automaton modelling the PLC on input and outputvariables. For model heking UPPAAL is used.The tool allows also for minimisation of the timed automata. The minimisation isdone with help of the tool CAESAR/ALDEBARAN [1℄ on a LOTOS representation.There are two exeution mehanisms treated: ylial exeution with time intervals ofvariable length (as in 3.1.2) and instantaneous exeution when input signals (or timeroutput) hange (as in 3.1.4.2).� In [7℄ the lass of models used is ondition/event-systems (inluding real-time). Theprograms that an be modelled are in a fragment of Instrution List without jumps.Data-types are restrited to Booleans. Timers of all three types an be modelled,under the assumption that timers are started only at the beginning of a program,resulting in a model similar to those of setion 3.1.4.1. The san yle is modelledexpliitly, but with onstant yle length. The environment is also modelled as aondition/event-system. The veri�ation of the whole system an be done with helpof the tool VERDICT [16℄. VERDICT provides an interfae to already availableveri�ation tools, suh as KRONOS [22℄ and HyTeh [14℄ and SMV [3℄.In [8℄ this work is extended by inluding also jumps and a representation of san ylesthat allow for variable yle length. There is a duration assigned to eah instrutionand the duration of a san results from the durations of all the instrutions exeutedin this partiular program exeution.� In [13℄ programs of a fragment of Instrution List are modelled as Petri Nets. Thefragment inludes the standard set of instrutions without ommands from libraries.Possible data strutures are what is expressible within a 8-bit word. The yli exeu-tion mode of the program is modelled in the way in whih the Petri nets representingthe environment and the program are omposed into one net. Real-time, however, isnot represented in the model. The properties that an be veri�ed are those expressiblein CTL. Veri�ation tools used are PEP [2℄ and SMV [3℄.� Also [12℄ deals with Instrution List programs. The models are Net Condition/Eventsystems extended by time. There is an expliit san yle onsidered with lower andupper time bounds. The data struture available seems to be Booleans. Instrutionexeution is modeled by a sequene of transitions, whih suggests that branhing isnot onsidered (whih should not at all be a problem in this way of modelling). Fur-thermore, the only instrutions mentioned in the paper are LD(N), AND, OR andST. Timers, as e.g. TON, an be modelled. However, it is not ompletely lear howthe timer model is related to a timer all in an IL program. The onnetion with anenvironment model should not be diÆult, but is not disussed in the paper. There isa tool automatially translating IL programs to timed Net Condition/Event systems.� In [18℄ Sequential Funtion Chart programs are modelled. The models are desribedas timed automata. They abstrat from san yles, meaning that a hange in the10



environment auses an instantaneous reation of the program. The use of timersis restrited to a speial ase: with ativation of eah step an assoiated timer isstarted and transitions between steps may depend on these timers. The data types arerestrited to Booleans. It is not disussed how integration with other PLC languages(as required with SCFs) should be performed. There exists a ompiler from SFCprograms to timed automata and the veri�ation is done with KRONOS [22℄.� The goal of [10℄ is the derivation of orret PLC programs. Spei�ations are written ina subset of Duration Calulus. They an be transformed to a graphial representation,that is alled \PLC-automata" [9℄. From PLC-automata programs in the languageStrutured Text an be automatially derived. Moreover, PLC-automata have anintuitive operational meaning and an be used for spei�ation in plae of DurationCalulus.Basially, PLC-automata are based on a Duration Calulus semantis. In [11℄ also atimed automaton semantis is given. Consequently, PLC-automata an be transformedto timed automata and be veri�ed with e.g. KRONOS [22℄. There is a tool available,Moby/PLC [24℄.With respet to our lassi�ation riteria the semantis of PLC-automata expliitlymodels san yles. The use of timers is restrited to the speial ase that ertain inputmay be ignored for a spei�ed time. Of ourse, real-time behaviour an be analysed.The variable types are Booleans.� In [25℄ fragments of FB and SFC are reonstruted and based on an operational se-mantis. Time is inluded in the model. The semantis is general enough to deal withvariable san yle length, but in this thesis it is mostly is assumed that san ylesare of �xed time. The de�nition of the semantis provides also proof rules as workedout in [6℄. Composition with an environment is not disussed.� In [17℄ the authors model spei�ations and implementations in higher order logi(HOL). Funtion bloks are modelled as relations on streams. Aording to the frame-work, there are no restritions on data types. Time is treated impliitly; in an exampleonly the upper time bound for a san yle was onsidered. In the logial frameworkontroller and environment spei�ations are simply omposed by onjuntion. Proofsare done with help of a theorem prover, the Isabelle/HOL system.� In [5℄ programs of the language Ladder Diagrams are investigated. Variables may onlybe Booleans. The programs are modelled as set onstraints. Only single programexeutions (one san) are onsidered. The main orretness property that is hekedis absene of raes. A rae is a kind of unwanted history: as an assumption here, theoutput of the program should only depend on input and status of timers and ounters.Di�erent outputs for same input at same status of timers and ounters is the de�nedinorret behaviour. As a onsequene, the model does not inlude real-time. There isno model of the environment. Instead, input signals are hosen randomly for a �nitenumber of times, whih does not model the omplete behaviour. The program analysisis done by a general onstraint resolution engine.11



� Also in [21℄ PLC programs in relay ladder logi (another name for Ladder Diagrams)are investigated. The model is a �nite transition system. The Ladder Diagramsare straightforwardly translated to Boolean assignments. The assignments de�ne thetransitions between states that represent the values of the Boolean variables. Time isonly treated impliitly. The environment is not taken into aount. Model heking isdone with help of the tool SMV [3℄.� In [28℄ two ase studies are presented for hemial proesses. The PLC is programmedwith Ladder Diagrams. The programs are modelled as in [21℄. Additionally, also theenvironment is modelled as �nite state mahine. Time is not treated (i.e. no real-time).The omposition of environment model and ontroller model is in an alternating way:when the ontroller has reahed a stable state (i.e. the ontrol variables do not hangeany more), the environment may take a step, whih may have onsequenes on theontrol variables et. Model heking is done with the tool SMV [3℄.5 ConlusionOur interest is analysis of PLC appliations with formal methods. Doing this requires formalmodels for PLC appliations. There are already several ways of modelling introdued in theliterature. Trying to understand the di�erenes between these models, and doing ase studiesin veri�ation of PLC appliations lead to a number of lassi�ation riteria for models.One goal of the lassi�ation is to �nd the most suitable model for a given appliation. Tobe more general, this an also mean di�erent models for di�erent levels of abstration of oneappliation. An example here is some relatively \slow" plant that does not require preisetiming analysis in the range of milliseonds for the task it has to do. However, in the plantthere may be a sensor that gives signals in intervals of a few milliseonds, as e.g. a rotationsensor that gives 16 di�erent signals for one full rotation and that has to measure about 5rotations per seond. In this ase there are already 80 signals per seond whih results inapproximately 12ms per signal. The analysis of whether the sensor data are reeived andproessed by the program in the intended, orret way, requires preise timing analysis. Ona more abstrat level the sensors then an be assumed to be interpreted by the program inthe orret way.In general, when trying to verify a PLC appliation it may turn out that di�erent modelshave to be onsidered, possibly depending on the nature of the appliation, the propertiesto show, or on the size of the state spae of the model. Here, we tried to provide riteriathat give arguments for the hoie of the suitable models.Aknowledgement: for ritial questions and disussions I want to thank Hanno Wupper,Ed Brinksma, Eri Rutten, the olleagues of the VHS projet, and Heinz Treseler for hisnotes [27℄. Judy Romijn and Hans Meijer gave useful omments that helped to improve thepaper.Referenes[1℄ CADP home page. see: http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/adp.html.12
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